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− Werkzeug mit dem sich das Schifff entsprechend des Risk Assessments vorbereiten kann
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− Auﬂistung aller für eine Rettung benötigte Materialien
− Gliederung nach Phasen und Themen

Rescue
Rescue Items

Rescue Items

item

type

why to have it

Life Wests

pcs

Rescue from
drowning

Bigpack for
lifewests

pcs

To collect the life
west, for an easy
transport on RHIBS

Life Raft

pcs

If your ship is at the
physical limit and
you have to ensure
safety of
shipwrecked

Centifloat

pcs

least min

med

max

1

1

100

100

100

100

-

-

0,02

0,02

-

-

2

2

-

-

-

2-3

-

-

-

1

stock

need

1

1

Embarkation
type

why to have it

PPE

pcs

to secure the pullers

Bracelets white

pcs

Registration, crowd
1000 1000
management

Bracelet blue

pcs

MSF colourcode for
medical cases

500

500

500

500

500

-

Bracelet yellow

pcs

MSF colourcode for
vulnerable

500

500

500

500

500

-

Registration List

Permanent Marker

least min
2

pcs

Registration

pcs

Registration;
Marking Bracelets
during food
distribution

5

med

2

500

max

stock

2

2

1000

1000

500

500

5

500

5

need

1000

-

500

5

First Aid

Embarkation Items

Embakartion Items

item

-

Clipboard

pcs

Registration

2

2

2

2

2

-

Thumbcounter

pcs

Counting people for
authorities

1

1

1

1

1

-

Signs

pcs

Supports
communication to
the guests

?

?

?

?

?

-

Gloves

pcs

for Security Check

20

20

20

20

20

-

Waterbottles 0,5L

pcs

for guests; refill at
tab

1

1,1

1,2

1,3

100

110

120

130

type

Towls

pcs

First Aid Bag

pcs

Emergency Shower pcs

-

5

item

why to have it

least min

med

max

0,04

0,04

0,04

0,04

4

4

4

4

for medic during
embarkation

1

1

1

2

Emergency Shower
for fuel burns and
caustics

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

100

100

100

100

Rescue Blancet

pcs

First Aid Kit

pcs

1-2

1-2

1-2

1-2

Strecher

pcs

1

1

1

1

stock

need

First Aid

Transfer
type

why to have it

Sling

pcs

Alternative to
stretcher

Spit Bag

pcs

2
for guests becoming
seasick
200

Transfer
Vomex

Antihystamine

Brand oinment

pcs

pcs

pcs

pcs

Shirts/tops
small kids

pcs

Shirts/tops
babies/toddlers

pcs

Trousers
bigger kids

pcs

Trousers
small kids

pcs

Trousers
babies/toddlers

pcs

new born babies
mixed clothes

pcs

Socks

pcs

Underwear

pcs

Shoes

pcs

why to have it

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

200

200

200

2

2

2

2

200

200

200

200

2

2

2

2

200

200

200

200

2

2

2

2

200

200

200

200

0,02

0,03

0,04

0,05

2

3

4

5

0,2

0,5

0,8

1

20

50

80

100

least min
-

Child was
cold/exposed to
water/dirty/fuel/hygi
ene reasons

0,012

med

max

0,02

0,04

-

1

2

4

-

0,012

0,02

0,04

-

1

2

4

-

0,012

0,02

0,04

-

1

2

4

-

0,012

0,02

0,04

-

1

2

4

-

0,012

0,02

0,04

-

1

2

4

-

0,012

0,02

0,04

-

1

2

4

-

0,024

0,04

0,04

-

2

4

4

Especially good
against cold

-

0,04

0,06

0,12

4

6

12

Cold, protection,
hygiene, wellbeing

-

0,04

0,06

0,12

-

4

6

12

-

-

-

0,04

-

-

-

4

Protection on deck,
cold

need

item

type

why to have it

Buckets

pcs

Can be used as
toilet or sickbag

-

3

3

3

Garbage bags

pkg

Collect garbage

-

1

1

1

Garbage bins

pcs

Tarp

pcs

Warm Blankets

Mats

Infrared lamp

stock

need

pcs

pcs

pcs

item

type

T-shirts M

pcs

T-shirts L

Jumpers mixed

pcs

pcs

Trousers mixed M/L pcs

Underwear bras
(without metal part)

Women underwear

pcs

pcs

provide sun and
rain cover
Keep people warm,
something to hide,
personal space,
highly
recommended
provide well needed
insulation when
sleeping on steel
heats surfaces, heat
doesn't get blown
away

why to have it

least min

med

max

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

1

-

-

1
100

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

100

100

-

-

least min

med

max

0,04

0,04

0,5

-

4

4

50

-

0,04

0,04

0,5

-

4

4

50

Protection against
Cold/Water Clothes
can be full with poo,
vomit, fuel, fuel
burns, marks from
camps, blood,

-

0,08

0,5

1

-

8

50

100

Comfort, wellbeing
especially for
women who faced
sexuell and gender
based violence
menstrutation,
comfort wellbeing
especially for
women who faced
sexuell and gender
based violence

-

-

0,04

0,08

hygiene

Rain Poncho

pcs

If covers are shit

Socks

pcs

Hygiene, cold

Food and Preperation

item

type

Emergency Food
NRG-5

pkg

Adventure Food

Plasic Bags

Pot

10

-

pcs

Accomodation

100

Clothes can be full
with poo, vomit,
fuel, fuel burns,
marks from camps,
blood (just give
them to women
&people in need, as
men can be topless
more easy)

Underwear men

need

1

-

-

stock

stock

need

Adult Clothes

8

50

100

-

0,08

0,5

1

-

-

4

8

-

0,06

0,08

0,12

-

6

8

12

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

100

-

-

-

1
100

-

-

-

-

0,06

0,48

1

-

6

48

100

Amusement

pkg

liter

super small, light
and easy to use; no
cooker needed and
lasts for decades
light and easy to
prepare; a cooker is
needed; warm
meal; large varaity
possible
a lot of garbage will
be produced by the
adventure and
emergency food
for boiling water

least min

med

max

0,4

1

1

1

40

100

100

100

-

-

3

3

-

-

300

300

-

-

3

3

-

-

0,5

0,5

-

-

50

50

Gas Cooker

pcs

for boiling water

-

-

1-3

1-3

Tea 0,5 l

bags

warms up the
guests

-

1

2

2

-

100

200

200

Cups

pcs

for the tea

-

0,5

1

1

-

50

100

100

Sugar

kg

for the tea

-

0,025

0,05

0,05

-

2,5

5

5

0,02

0,04

2

4

Baby Food

-

pcs

why to have it

0,012 0,012

tins

2

item

type

Card Games

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Board Games

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Books different
languages

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Pens

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Paper

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Children paining
books

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Activity books

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Pencils to draw

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

Instruments

n/a

-

-

-

n/a

n/a

-

Music box

why to have it

2

fight boredom

least min

-

med

-

max

n/a

stock

need

item

type

why to have it

Sanitary Pad

pkg

Menstruation,
Wellbeing

Soap

liter

Fuel burns, hygiene,
wellbeing

Toothpaste

tubes Wellbeing, Hygiene,
Crowd
management,
toothache
pcs

Toothbrush

Towels

stock

need

Communication

pcs

1

stock

Amusement

type

Shirts/tops
bigger kids

0,03

Baby Products

Kids Clothes

item

max

0,02

Adult Clothes

Bandages

pcs

med

Hygiene products

pcs

0,02

Food and Preparation per day

0,01

Dead Body Bags

Paracetamol

Kids Clothes

least min

Accommodation

Medicals

Medicals

item

pcs

Hygiene, wellbeing,
sun protection
especially for
women,
Menstruation or
sexuell and gender
based violence

least min
-

0,01

med

max

0,06

0,08

1

6

8

0,02

0,08

0,12

2

8

12

-

-

0,01

0,04

-

-

1

4

-

-

0,02

1

-

-

2

100

-

-

0,04

1

-

-

4

100

-

-

-

5

Buckets to wash
clothes

n/a

Provide hygiene

item

type

why to have it

Baby Bottle

pcs

Nappies new born

pkg

Nappies size 3

pkg

Nappies Size 4

pkg

Wipes

pkg

item

type

why to have it

icoon

pcs

communcation
within guests

-

-

1

1

Infoboard
Disembarkation

pcs

Inform guest about
Disembarkation

1

1

1

1

least min
0,01

0,01

med

max

0,02

0,04

1

2

2

4

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,03

1

1

2

3

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,03

1

1

2

3

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,03

1

1

2

3

-

-

0,01

0,03

-

-

1

3

least min

med

max

stock

need

stock

need

stock

need

Hygiene Products

Baby Poducts

Communication Tools

01 Materiallist
− Ermöglicht Herleitung der Mengen durch Multiplikation der der Zahl der zu erwarteten Personen aus dem Risk-Assessment mit
Faktoren
− Darstellung verschiedener Stufen (min, med, max)

item
Rescue Items

type

why to have it

pcs

Rescue from
drowning

pcs

To collect the life
west, for an easy
transport on RHIBS

Life Raft

pcs

If your ship is at the
physical limit and
you have to ensure
safety of
shipwrecked

Centifloat

pcs

Life Wests
Bigpack for
lifewests

least min

med

max

1

1

1

1

100

100

100

100

-

-

0,02

0,02

-

-

2

2

-

-

-

2-3

-

-

-

1

stock

need
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01 Materiallist − Gedanken
− Gestaltung? Excel?
− Digital? Analog?

02 Basic Emergency Box
− gewährleistet im Ernstfall koordinierte Rettung
− beinhaltet die notwendigen Informationen über Jobs und dazugehörige Hilfsmittel
− beinhaltet das absolute Minimum um 100 Menschen 2 Tage zu versorgen
Coordination Tools

Medical First Aid

Task Schedule
Code of Conduct

Medical First Aid

02 Emergency Standard Box - Gedanken
- Material
- Volumen
- Inhalt
- Nutzen

03 Overview Document
− Basis, um ein Schiff und dessen Crew auf ein Rescue by Accident Szenario vorzubereiten
− Grundlage, um eigene Trainings daraus zu entwickeln
− Überblick über Phasen einer Seenotrettun (Rescue, Embarkation, Transfer, Disembarkation)
− Empfehlungen über Verhaltensweisen gegenüber den Geretteten bzw. Prinzipien, wie mit großen Menschenmengen auf dem
eigenen Schiff umzugehen ist (Code of Conduct)
− Beschreibung der gängigsten medizinischen Fälle
Rescue By Accident
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2

RESCUE
The ship can be informed about a potential
distress case via several different channels ((M)RCC can
inform all ships or our ship directly, via VHS, via a reconnaissance airplane) or by own sighting (more in Rescue chapter).
International maritime law standards state that ships have the
obligation to assist persons in distress at sea, regardless of their
nationality, status or the circumstances in which they are found.
2.1 RESCUE THEORY

It is very important to understand what happens
in a rescue situation, why people die, what risks
and dangers exist and our own role with regard
to that.
Overcrowding, not seaworthy boats and
poor vessel constructions are among the main
reasons why people die at the Meditereanen
Sea. But also rough weather conditions, crowd
behavior and panic, eg. if the Libyan coast guard
(is thought to) arrives are among other key reasons that cause a big risk of dying. These, combined with the specific risks for the type of
boats, often leads to the risk of drowning, being crushed and sometimes a combination of
these:
People drown when they fall overboard or
are crushed between the boat in case of the
bottom of the boat breaks. The majority of people drown due to a mass man overboard situation, eg. if the tubes of a rubber boat are deflated or exploded, when a wooden boat capsizes,

or when there is panic on board and people are
pushed overboard or under water. The majority
of the people crossing the Meditereanean can’t
swim (well) and are not wearing (proper) lifejackets, and therefore get into trouble as soon
as they are in the water. Drowning can be a
matter of seconds.
People can also die by being crushed in the
crowd, eg. after panic or in case of someone
falling overboard. The overcrowded situation on
board can lead to people not being able to
control their own movement, but being pushed
by the crowd. A crowd can become like a fluid
where individuals have no power to decide
about their own movements and actions. This
sometimes leads to people being crushed while
they suffocate as there is literally no space to
breath anymore, or by the crowd movement
people are stepped on and die being crushed by
others who are moved by the crowd movement.

↘ Panic can kill

6

2.2 BRIEFING
(AND DEBRIEFING)

Consequently, never jump into the water to rescue someone, even if you are a trained rescue
swimmer! You are not wearing the rescue swimmers equipment, you might be pulled down by
people and might inspire other crew members
to follow your example.

Once there is a decision by the HoM and captain
to launch the RHIBs in order to search for or to
assist a boat in distress, or a training, a short
briefing will be done by the HoM to crew so
everyone is aware of the situation and can prepare accordingly. Furthermore, the HoM will do
a short briefing with the RHIB team to discuss
the specific approach. The HoM will share all relevant information and the RHIB teams will discuss the plan and the risks. There will always be
room to ask questions. Remember that even in
the situation of immediate urgency of a boat in
distress or people in the water, we will not compromise our own safety, the safety of crew or
ship, therefore a sweet reminder;
• On board and during rescues, your own
safety is the highest priority!

After each launch and recovery there will be a
short debrief with the crew. This allows everyone to ask questions and to get a better understanding of what has happened. This is the
place to assess if everything went according to
plan and SOPs, and if not then this is the place
to analyse why not and use this as learning.
↘ Note that at the end of the entire mission there
will also be a (psychological) debrief

• Then the safety of the crew

• Then the safety of ship/RHIB

• And then the safety of people in distress

2.3 TYPE OF BOATS

WOODEN BOATS
Wooden boats are to
be distinguished between small, medium and
large wooden boats. Small wooden boats are
approximately less than 10 meters and can
carry up to 50 people and usually have an outboard engine.
Medium wooden boats are approximately between 10 and 15 meters long and carry between 50 and 200 people and usually have an
outboard engine.

We have come across different types of boats
the recent years, but they are to be divided into
two main types differing in shape and size:
wooden boats, rubber boats with both its own
characteristics and specific dangers. We have
also sometimes came across fibreglass boats.
RUBBER BOATS
The vast majority of
boats we have come across were rubber boats.
These boats are rubber dinghy’s consisting of
inflated rubber tubes consisting of a handful of
air chambers glued to a wooden bottom and a
wooden transom where an outboard engine is
placed. Most rubber boats we have come
across are (light) grey, blue or yellow, but other
colors are also possible. The length is approximately 10 meters, but can be shorter or longer
and up to 150 or more persons can be squeezed
into a rubber boat. Lately we have also came
across ‘smaller’ rubber boats with smaller number of people on board.

FIBERGLASS BOATS
Fiberglass boats
are usually rather small, less than 10 meters
and carry up to 50 people, but often (way) less,
and are propelled by an outboard engine.
Fiberglass boats have another specific risk
than rubber or wooden boats. The material is
degrading by time. Exposure to sun (UV), salt
water and fatigue due to movement are weakening the material by aging. Furthemore, a similar risk of capsizing exists as with (small)
wooden boats.

7
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EMBARKATION

EMBARKATION
The embarkation is often the most
challenging part of a rescue operation. It is a moment
where a lot of emotions, exhaustion, gladness and fear
arrives at the same time. Therefore a good preparation and coordination is crucial to create a save atmosphere on board of your
ship.
3.1 STANDARD EMBARKATION

The guest coordinator with the embarkation
team will prepare the ship and the decks according to a checklist. The guest coordinator
ensures there will be enough rescue blankets,
normal blankets (in case of winter), water bottles and bracelets ready to use. (S)He makes
sure that it is clear to everyone what is his or
her task for embarkation.
The embarkation team, coordinated by the
guest coordinator, will help people on board,
register them, do a medical triage, hand out
blanket and water etc. Be prepared for people
that might collapse on the spot and support if
needed with walking (of the stairs). Women and
children are seated in the recovery area while
men will be seated on the aft- or boat deck.

12

1

PULLING
Help guests onboard the ship at the pilot
door securing themselves with a harness
Crew member: 2

2

COUNTING
Counts by using thumb counter
Crew member: 1

3

FIRST TRIAGE
Rough triage at the rescue door
Crew member: 1

4

BODYCHECK
a quick body check for any offensive
weapons, lighters, and cigarettes, takes
away the luggage and welcomes guests
onboard and identifies people who
need to use the emergency shower (fuel
burns↘see medical SOPs) and takes the
live jackets
Crew member: 1

5

SECOND TRIAGE / REGISTRATION
one medic and one other person will
stand in between the guests on the aft
deck and will count again by using the
graphics and giving out the bracelets
Crew member: 2

6

WELCOMING
if possible the guest coordinator, will
welcome the guest giving out water
bottles and tell them where to sit down
and if needed handing out the emergency blankets
Crew member: 1

1

2

3

4

5

13
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CODE OF CONDUCT
The safety of the ship’s own
crew should remain the primary concern of the Master.
Panic or fights endanger the whole ship. Therefore crowd
control is essential to ensure a calm atmosphere on board and
safety for everyone. Often guests are stressed, tired, afraid, traumatised and do not know what is going to happen to them. With
many people on board small arguments will easily start. It is easier to keep people calm than to get them calm again once agitated! With good crowd management you create trust, confidence
and a safe space. Every interaction with guests is crowd management. You are eyes and ears to measure joy, happiness, tension
and to look for dynamics. Difficult moments are during the whole
rescue, the embarkation, the distribution of food and clothes, during longer standoffs and the disembarkation.
6.1 BASIC RULES

• Treat everybody the same - If you cannot
give something to everybody do not give it
to anybody

DOS
• stick to the code of conduct
• always stay calm

• treat everybody the same, equal and fair
way

• Be predictable - if you promise something
you have to do it (times, workshops, food
ect.)

• communicate simple, clearly and manage
expectations > there will be a lot of saying
‘no’. Be consistent. no means no.

• Be consistent - stick to the rules you set
up yourself and as a crew, if you say no
everybody has to say no

• use the same routines

• always have enough materials and resources to do the job

• Be fair - everybody gets the same, no favouritism, no discrimination

• in critical situations: ask people to sit down,
that will keep people calmer and avoids
pushing

For exceptions - communicate openly why
in a way everyone understands it

• try to assess first if asking people to sit
down is appropriate, especially when there is
a fight or people are on the verge of starting a
fight, sitting down can go against their natural instinct to protect themselves. If you are
asking them in that situation to sit down, it
will most likely not work and your first measure then was not productive which can
make other strategies of intervening in conflict situations much harder. It might be better to just ask them to stand back in these
situations
24

• give information not advice. If you are unsure about a certain information someone
might be requesting of you forward them to
another crew member who knows more.
False advice and incorrect information can
land people in difficulties and jeopardize
them.

• ask adhoc people for assistance to prevent creating ‘leaders’ and therefore a difficult power balance (cleaning, gathering
bowls and spoons, dishing up)

• if you have important news to share, always
share them with all guests at the same time.
Don’t tell single guests since that will create
knowledge hierarchies and might lead to
misunderstandings

• as guest coordinator: make sure you have
an open ear for your crew if they do not
agree with something that’s under your decision. listen to their concerns and explain
the reason behind rules

• before entering the guest area take a breath
and think about the privileges you have and
that you don’t show them since

• your guests are not in the position to have
a shower themself for instance

6.2 DECKWORK

DON’TS
• never promise anything you can’t guarantee (arrival times, seeing a doctor…)

You should always be calm and friendly. If
you’re not calm it will be much harder or contra
productive to calm the crowd. If you feel you are
stressed, snappy, losing your temper, or become quickly irritated, step back from the
scene. Make sure you communicate this to
your Guest Coordinator.
• preparation: all crew should be briefed and
prepared. Everybody should know what is
going to happen, when and why

• do not give something to someone that
you cannot give to everyone. If you do because of an emergency, speak openly with
others about it.
• do not eat and drink in front of the guests
except water
• do not go in front of guests with your tobacco hanging out of your pocket

• prevention: stay ready and step in when
you see any tension, agitation, pushing or
shouting

• do not give false expectations. Things can
change quickly therefore promises are easily broken and that will lead to distrust which
might lead to tension

• only start when ready, having enough resources and everyone on position

• do not ask probing questions. Some guest
will tell their story by themselves but for
does who don’t it can be incredibly traumatic
to discuss

• communicate face to face, language
should be english so most of the guests can
understand you

during transfer should always be two crew
members 24/7 who are walking around and
‘feeling the temperature’

↘ see interacting with traumatised people

25
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Phase

2.1. Rescue

Briefing (and debriefing)

TYPE OF BOATS

Once there is a decision by the HoM and captain to launch the RHIBs in order to search for
or to assist a boat in distress, or a training, a
short briefing will be done by the HoM to crew
so everyone is aware of the situation and can
prepare accordingly. Furthermore, the HoM will
do a short briefing with the RHIB team to discuss the specific approach. The HoM will share
all relevant information and the RHIB teams will
discuss the plan and the risks. There will always be room to ask questions. Remember
that even in the situation of immediate urgency
of a boat in distress or people in the water, we
will not compromise our own safety, the safety
of crew or ship, therefore a sweet reminder;

We have come across different types of boats
the recent years, but they are to be divided into
two main types differing in shape and size:
wooden boats, rubber boats with both its own
characteristics and specific dangers. We have
also sometimes came across fibreglass boats.

Introduction / What is a boat in distress?
The ship can be informed about a potential distress case via several different channels ((M)
RCC can inform all ships or our ship directly, via VHS, via a reconnaissance airplane) or by
own sighting (more in Rescue chapter). International maritime law standards state that
ships have the obligation to assist persons in distress at sea, regardless of their nationality,
status or the circumstances in which they are found. But how do we know if a boat is in
distress?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

whether the boat is seaworthy and how likely it is that the boat will not reach its final
destination;
whether the number of persons on board is proportionate to the type and condition
of the boat;
whether necessary supplies such as fuel, water and food, are available for the
ongoing journey to the coast;
whether a qualified crew and captain is present on board;
whether there are people on board in an urgent need of medical assistance;
whether there are any dead people on board;
whether pregnant women or children are on board;
how are the weather and sea conditions, including the weather and maritime forecasts.

Rescue theory

of the people crossing the Meditereanean can’t
swim (well) and are not wearing (proper) lifejackets, and therefore get into trouble as soon
as they are in the water. Drowning can be a
matter of seconds.
People can also die by being crushed in the
crowd, eg. after panic or in case of someone
falling overboard. The overcrowded situation
on board can lead to people not being able to
control their own movement, but being pushed
by the crowd. A crowd can become like a fluid
where individuals have no power to decide
about their own movements and actions. This
sometimes leads to people being crushed
while they suffocate as there is literally no
space to breath anymore, or by the crowd
movement people are stepped on and die being crushed by others who are moved by the
crowd movement.

It is very important to understand what happens in a rescue situation, why people die,
what risks and dangers exist and our own role
with regard to that.
Overcrowding, not seaworthy boats and poor
vessel constructions are among the main reasons why people die at the Meditereanen Sea.
But also rough weather conditions, crowd behavior and panic, eg. if the Libyan coast guard
(is thought to) arrives are among other key reasons that cause a big risk of dying. These,
combined with the specific risks for the type of
boats, often leads to the risk of drowning, being crushed and sometimes a combination of
these:
People drown when they fall overboard or are
crushed between the boat in case of the bottom of the boat breaks. The majority of people
drown due to a mass man overboard situation,
eg. if the tubes of a rubber boat are deflated or
exploded, when a wooden boat capsizes, or
when there is panic on board and people are
pushed overboard or under water. The majority

→ Panic can kill

6

•

On board and during rescues, your own
safety is the highest priority!

•

Then the safety of the crew

•

Then the safety of ship/RHIB

•

And then the safety of people in distress

Rescue by accident

Rubber boats
The vast majority of boats we have come
across were rubber boats. These boats are
rubber dinghy’s consisting of inflated rubber
tubes consisting of a handful of air chambers
glued to a wooden bottom and a wooden transom where an outboard engine is placed. Most
rubber boats we have come across are (light)
grey, blue or yellow, but other colors are also
possible. The length is approximately 10 meters, but can be shorter or longer and up to 150
or more persons can be squeezed into a rubber
boat. Lately we have also came across ‘smaller’ rubber boats with smaller number of people
on board.

Wooden boats
Wooden boats are to be distinguished between
small, medium and large wooden boats.
Small wooden boats are approximately less
than 10 meters and can carry up to 50 people
and usually have an outboard engine.
Medium wooden boats are approximately between 10 and 15 meters long and carry between 50 and 200 people and usually have an
outboard engine.

Consequently, never jump into the water to rescue someone, even if you are a trained rescue
swimmer! You are not wearing the rescue
swimmers equipment, you might be pulled
down by people and might inspire other crew
members to follow your example.
After each launch and recovery there will be a
short debrief with the crew. This allows everyone to ask questions and to get a better understanding of what has happened. This is the
place to assess if everything went according to
plan and SOPs, and if not then this is the place
to analyse why not and use this as learning.

Fiberglass boats
Fiberglass boats are usually rather small, less
than 10 meters and carry up to 50 people, but
often (way) less, and are propelled by an outboard engine. Fiberglass boats have another
specific risk than rubber or wooden boats. The
material is degrading by time. Exposure to sun
(UV), salt water and fatigue due to movement
are weakening the material by aging. Furthemore, a similar risk of capsizing exists as
with (small) wooden boats.

→ Note that at the end of the entire mission
there will also be a (psychological) debrief

7
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RESCUE SCENARIOS

Low risk rescue
In a low risk rescue there are no people in the
water, no serious medical cases on board, the
situation on board is calm and the structure of
the boat is not (visible) damaged. The main aim
is to keep the situation calm and to stabilize the
situation by immediately handing out life jackets to reduce the risk of drowning. Even a low
risk rescue can turn in a matter of seconds in a
high risk rescue, therefore it is very important
that everyone wears life jackets as soon as
possible.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

be on stand-by in case of a (mass) man
overboard (MOB) situation.

•

If at any time unrest, fighting, screaming
or panic starts, withdraw the RHIB and try
with hand signals (ssssst signal by finger
before lips, or asking to sit down/calm
down by waving hand down) to calm the
situation down.

•

Continue once the situation allows until
everyone is wearing a lifejacket.

By handing out life jackets, the volume on
board increases in a situation of already massive overcrowding. If there is too little space on
board the risk of death by crushing increases,
and it can therefore be needed to unload a
number of people before it is possible to give
everyone a life jacket. Don’t take anyone off
board that is not wearing a life jacket yet! Begin
with (small) children and their parent/caretaker.
This is usually widely understood and respected and (usually) won’t lead to fighting over who
can go first.

The cultural mediator will demonstrate
how to put on a life jacket and will explain
there will be enough for everybody so
there is no reason to fight for a life jacket
If the situation is calm enough handing
out life jackets, including babies and kids
life jackets, can start.
Ensure that the outboard engine of the
boat in distress has been turned off (note
that there is a different procedure for big
wooden boats with an inboard engine!)

If a donkey raft has been used to transport (extra) life jackets, it can be left afloat in the area.
Make sure not to have it too close to the boat in
distress (keep in mind wind and stream for positioning it) as it might encourage people to
jump and try to swim towards it.

The RHIB driver will softly ‘nose in’ at the
transom without putting too much pressure on it, and distribution of lifejackets
can start.

Medium risk rescue

A RHIB crewmember will collect them per
5 around the arm, so the cultural mediator
(or another crewmember) can hand them
over one by one to the people on board
and ask them to pass them on to the people further away.

In a medium risk rescue there might be some
people in the water, or an on board the mood is
very anxious or close to panic (remember, panic can kill). Such a situation can easily turn into
a high risk rescue with several people in the
water and a high risk of casualties. The aim is
to stabilize the situation, take the people out of
the water and create a calm atmosphere on
board.
If it is clear from the start that this is a medium
risk rescue, the centifloats will be launched and
taken to the boat in distress by RHIB 1. The
donkey raft, packed with a lot of additional life
jackets, will be launched and taken to the boat
in distress by RHIB 2. Keep the centifloats on

In a normal and calm situation, never
throw the life jackets. Handing them over
one by one is part of the crowd control
techniques used.
When the life jackets of RHIB 1 are finished, RHIB 1 will withdraw and change
position with RHIB 2. RHIB 2 will continue
handing out life jackets while RHIB 1 will
8
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(thinking they will be rescued (first) by the
cultural mediator talking to the people on
board, calming them down, explaining
there will be room for everybody, but for
now they have to stay on board

stand-by not too far from the boat in distress.
Make sure not to have the centifloats andthe
donkey raft too close to the boat in distress
(keep in mind wind and stream for positioning
it) as it might encourage (more) people to jump
and try to swim towards it.
If it wasn’t clear from the start that this is a medium risk rescue, or if a low risk rescue turns
into a medium (or high) risk rescue, communicate this immediately to the bridge so the ship
knows they can prepare the centifloats.
•

•

The first priority is to get people out of the
water, especially if they are not wearing a
proper life jacket.
Do this by slowly drive up to them according to the practiced MOB and recovery
method

•

take account of wind and swell when approaching MOB (ensure wind is

•

pushing MOB towards boat and not the
other way around)

•

have a crewmember pointing in the direction of the MOB you are approaching

•

if possible through anything floating (eg.
life jackets) to the MOB

•

have other crewmember keeping an eye

•

on other people in the water or obstacles
(life jackets, parts of the boat etc)

•

drive slow!

•

the pointing crew member also indicates
the distance to the person in the water

•

RHIB in neutral, two crewmembers take
the person in on the beam of the RHIB

•

If needed, throw a rope to the person in
the water and pull him or her towards
RHIB

•

Prevent people from jumping the water

•

if people jump the water anyway, make
sure there are floating devices, take the
people out of the water who don’t have a
life jacket or had already been in the water

•

if people that jumped have a life jacket
(wearing it correctly), ask them to swim
back to their boat

•

don’t approach and take them on board
(yet) as it might inspire other people to
jump as well, consider throwing a floating
rope to drag him or her to the RHIB

•

If more people keep jumping, than retreat
for a few moments, this will take the incentive to jump away

High risk rescue
A visible broken structure or deflated boat, severe panic or a mass MOB situation will qualify
as a high risk rescue. The aim is to stabilize the
situation, bring people to safety as soon as
possible, and save lives. If a rescue is qualified
as high risk rescue, the centifloats and donkey
raft with a lot of extra life jackets will always be
launched and taken to the scene. If a situation
deteriorates into a high risk rescue, inform the
bridge immediately so they can prepare and
launch centifloats (and if not used yet, also the
donkey raft), anRHIB 2 can pick them up. Especially in a (potential) mass MOB situation,
many more lifejackets are needed than there
are people. In case of mass MOB life jackets
can be thrown at people in the water. Throw
with the wind and in a controlled manner so the
surrounding water stays clear enough to drive
with the RHIB and don’t block the propellers.
In case of a broken structure or a deflated boat
it is likely that there are already (some) people
in the water or crushed in the middle. Such a
situation can lead within seconds to a mass
MOB situation. If this is the case, remember
here that our presence is likely to draw people
9
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in a certain direction. Therefore don’t position
the RHIB near the broken or deflated areas and
use this in our advantage to pull people away
from a dangerous or weak area by positioning
the RHIB in the opposite direction.

If more than 30 people in the water

In case of severe panic the absolute first priority is to calm down the situation. As written before, panic can kill; it can cause people to fall
overboard, being crushed, stepped on, cause
capsizing of a boat.

As soon as the situation allows, start handing
out life jackets as per the low or medium
riskrescue scenario.

In case of a mass MOB situation:

Big wooden boats have specifics as are mentioned above, that require extra attention andslightly different procedures.

•

make an assessment of the situation

•

How many people are in the water?

•

Are they somehow grouped?

•

Are they/some of them wearing lifejackets

Between 5 and 30 persons in the water:
•

Throw flotation devices and life jackets to
the MOB’s (throw with the wind!)

•

Use the centifloats

•

Always use the centifoats as one floating
device, leave them attachedto each other
(otherwise they might start spinning)

•

Push the centifloats upwind forward in a
crowd of persons in the water by bringing
them parallel to the RHIB and gently pushing them two thirds in the group (the wind
will push it in further) and tell people to
hold on (and not climb on !)

•

another way of bringing in the centifloats if
to position them in a 90 degree angle to
the bow of the RHIB and gently push them
in the crowd, in that way ‘sweeping’ up
the people in the water

•

Do a first triage and if possible work with a
(clockwise or anticlockwise) spiral system.
Drive the RHIB very slowly in a spiral form
from outside to inside while recovering
people.

Rescue

Phase

Rescue by accident

•

Ask the ship to come closer and ask HoM
and captain to deploy everything that can
float

If the situation is reasonably calm, RHIB 1 and
RHIB 2 can start shuttling one after the other
by making sure that there is always one RHIB
on scene ready to intervene

Rescue scenario for big wooden boat

Always bring the centifloats (RHIB 1) and the
donkey raft with as many as possible life
jackets (RHIB 2) to the scene during the 1st approach
Big wooden boats usually have an inboard engine, which also drives the bilge pump. It is
very important to keep the engine running:
as it will keep the bilge pump running as otherwise people that are in the lower deck might
drown due to the constant inflow of water.
a big wooden boat needs to keep making
some speed in order not to get into heavy rolling position when drifting
Be very aware of the risk of capsizing of a big
wooden boat, and keep in mind the influence
of the RHIB positioning, regarding movement
of people and capsizing.
Therefore always position the RHIB at the
stern.
In a rescue of a big wooden boat, the cultural
mediator has a very big role in crowd control
and keeping the atmosphere calm.
If all people on the upper deck have life jackets,
start taking people off the wooden
boat on to the RHIB in order to create space for
the people on the lower deck to come up
Ensure that everyone that has come to the upper deck is provided with a life jacket
Be aware that the rescue of a big wooden boat
will take many hours as it usually carries hundreds of people.
During the first few shuttles of people, RHIB 1
with the cultural mediator, will stay at the big
wooden boat in order to do crowd management
10

Infobox
Our own role - As panic is among the main causes for people to die, it is of utmost importance to keep a situation calm, not create any panic and stabilize as soon as any panic or
unrest seems to start. The fact that Sea Watch and a rescue RHIB arrives at the scene can
be a reason for panic, either because some people might not know if this is a rescue organisation or the Libyan Coast Guard1. But also if it is clear who we are and that we are there to
rescue people in distress, panic might arise. The fact that there might be a possibility to get
out of an as hopeless experienced situation might trigger people’s instinct to survive and
therefore to fight for their own (or their family or friends) survival and create a lot of unrest
and potential panic.
→ Our arrival, and the prospect of maybe surviving, is likely to cause unrest and potentially
panic. Be aware of this!
Another important dynamic to be aware of is that our presence is likely attracting people
and their attention, but also might lead to movement within the boat in our direction. If more
people will go to one side of the boat because of our rescue RHIB being present there, there
will be an increased risk of capsizing (in case of a wooden boat), the structure to break or a
damaged area to get worse due to the increased weight (in case of a rubber boat).
1

In many situations we have witnessed a lot of panic at the arrival of the Libyan Coast Guard.
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2.1 Rescue
The ship can be informed about a potential distress case via
several different channels ((M)RCC can inform all ships or our
ship directly, via VHS, via a reconnaissance airplane) or by own
sighting (more in Rescue chapter). International maritime law
standards state that ships have the obligation to assist persons
in distress at sea, regardless of their nationality, status or the
circumstances in which they are found.

2.1.2 Briefing (And Debriefing)

2.1.1 Rescue Theory

pushed overboard or under water. The majority
of the people crossing the Meditereanean can’t
swim (well) and are not wearing (proper) lifejackets, and therefore get into trouble as soon
as they are in the water. Drowning can be a
matter of seconds.
People can also die by being crushed in the
crowd, eg. after panic or in case of someone
falling overboard. The overcrowded situation
on board can lead to people not being able to
control their own movement, but being pushed
by the crowd. A crowd can become like a fluid
where individuals have no power to decide
about their own movements and actions. This
sometimes leads to people being crushed
while they suffocate as there is literally no
space to breath anymore, or by the crowd
movement people are stepped on and die being crushed by others who are moved by the
crowd movement.

It is very important to understand what
happens in a rescue situation, why people die,
what risks and dangers exist and our own role
with regard to that.
Overcrowding, not seaworthy boats and
poor vessel constructions are among the main
reasons why people die at the Meditereanen
Sea. But also rough weather conditions, crowd
behavior and panic, eg. if the Libyan coast
guard (is thought to) arrives are among other
key reasons that cause a big risk of dying.
These, combined with the specific risks for the
type of boats, often leads to the risk of drowning, being crushed and sometimes a combination of these:
People drown when they fall overboard or
are crushed between the boat in case of the
bottom of the boat breaks. The majority of people drown due to a mass man overboard situation, eg. if the tubes of a rubber boat are deflated or exploded, when a wooden boat capsizes,
or when there is panic on board and people are

↘ Panic can kill

6

Rescue

Once there is a decision by the HoM and
captain to launch the RHIBs in order to search
for or to assist a boat in distress, or a training, a
short briefing will be done by the HoM to crew
so everyone is aware of the situation and can
prepare accordingly. Furthermore, the HoM will
do a short briefing with the RHIB team to discuss the specific approach. The HoM will share
all relevant information and the RHIB teams will
discuss the plan and the risks. There will always be room to ask questions. Remember
that even in the situation of immediate urgency
of a boat in distress or people in the water, we
will not compromise our own safety, the safety
of crew or ship, therefore a sweet reminder;
• On board and during rescues, your own
safety is the highest priority!

Consequently, never jump into the water to
rescue someone, even if you are a trained rescue swimmer! You are not wearing the rescue
swimmers equipment, you might be pulled
down by people and might inspire other crew
members to follow your example.
After each launch and recovery there will be a
short debrief with the crew. This allows everyone to ask questions and to get a better understanding of what has happened. This is the
place to assess if everything went according to
plan and SOPs, and if not then this is the place
to analyse why not and use this as learning.
↘ Note that at the end of the entire mission
there will also be a (psychological) debrief

• Then the safety of the crew

• Then the safety of ship/RHIB

• And then the safety of people in distress

2.1.3 Type Of Boats

Wooden boats
Wooden boats are to be distinguished between
small, medium and large wooden boats.
Small wooden boats are approximately less than
10 meters and can carry up to 50 people and
usually have an outboard engine.
Medium wooden boats are approximately between 10 and 15 meters long and carry between
50 and 200 people and usually have an outboard
engine.

We have come across different types of
boats the recent years, but they are to be divided into two main types differing in shape and
size: wooden boats, rubber boats with both its
own characteristics and specific dangers. We
have also sometimes came across fibreglass
boats.
Rubber boats
The vast majority of boats we have come
across were rubber boats. These boats are
rubber dinghy’s consisting of inflated rubber
tubes consisting of a handful of air chambers
glued to a wooden bottom and a wooden transom where an outboard engine is placed. Most
rubber boats we have come across are (light)
grey, blue or yellow, but other colors are also
possible. The length is approximately 10 meters, but can be shorter or longer and up to 150
or more persons can be squeezed into a rubber
boat. Lately we have also came across ‘smaller’ rubber boats with smaller number of people
on board.

Fiberglass boats
Fiberglass boats are usually rather small, less
than 10 meters and carry up to 50 people, but
often (way) less, and are propelled by an outboard engine. Fiberglass boats have another specific risk than rubber or wooden boats. The material is degrading by time. Exposure to sun (UV),
salt water and fatigue due to movement
are weakening the material by aging. Furthemore,
a similar risk of capsizing exists as with (small)
wooden boats.
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Rescue

2.1.4 Rescue Scenarios
Low risk rescue
In a low risk rescue there are no people in the
water, no serious medical cases on board, the
situation on board is calm and the structure of
the boat is not (visible) damaged. The main aim
is to keep the situation calm and to stabilize the
situation by immediately handing out life jackets to reduce the risk of drowning. Even a low
risk rescue can turn in a matter of seconds in a
high risk rescue, therefore it is very important
that everyone wears life jackets as soon as
possible.
• The cultural mediator will demonstrate
how to put on a life jacket and will explain
there will be enough for everybody so there
is no reason to fight for a life jacket

niques used.

• When the life jackets of RHIB 1 are finished, RHIB 1 will withdraw and change position with RHIB 2. RHIB 2 will continue
handing out life jackets while RHIB 1 will
• be on stand-by in case of a (mass) man
overboard (MOB) situation.

• If at any time unrest, fighting, screaming or
panic starts, withdraw the RHIB and try with
hand signals (ssssst signal by finger before
lips, or asking to sit down/calm down by
waving hand down) to calm the situation
down.
• Continue once the situation allows until
everyone is wearing a lifejacket.

• If the situation is calm enough handing
out life jackets, including babies and kids
life jackets, can start.

By handing out life jackets, the volume on
board increases in a situation of already massive overcrowding. If there is too little space on
board the risk of death by crushing increases,
and it can therefore be needed to unload a
number of people before it is possible to give
everyone a life jacket. Don’t take anyone off
board that is not wearing a life jacket yet! Begin
with (small) children and their parent/caretaker.
This is usually widely understood and respected and (usually) won’t lead to fighting over who
can go first.
If a donkey raft has been used to transport
(extra) life jackets, it can be left afloat in the
area. Make sure not to have it too close to the
boat in distress (keep in mind wind and stream
for positioning it) as it might encourage people
to jump and try to swim towards it.

• Ensure that the outboard engine of the
boat in distress has been turned off (note
that there is a different procedure for big
wooden boats with an inboard engine!)
• The RHIB driver will softly ‘nose in’ at the
transom without putting too much pressure
on it, and distribution of lifejackets can start.

• A RHIB crewmember will collect them per
5 around the arm, so the cultural mediator
(or another crewmember) can hand them
over one by one to the people on board and
ask them to pass them on to the people further away.

• In a normal and calm situation, never
throw the life jackets. Handing them over
one by one is part of the crowd control techMedium risk rescue
In a medium risk rescue there might be some
people in the water, or an on board the mood is
very anxious or close to panic (remember, panic can kill). Such a situation can easily turn into
a high risk rescue with several people in the
water and a high risk of casualties. The aim is
to stabilize the situation, take the people out of
the water and create a calm atmosphere on
board.
If it is clear from the start that this is a medi-

um risk rescue, the centifloats will be launched
and taken to the boat in distress by RHIB 1.
The donkey raft, packed with a lot of additional
life jackets, will be launched and taken to the
boat in distress by RHIB 2. Keep the centifloats
on stand-by not too far from the boat in distress. Make sure not to have the centifloats
andthe donkey raft too close to the boat in distress (keep in mind wind and stream for positioning it) as it might encourage (more) people
8

to jump and try to swim towards it.
If it wasn’t clear from the start that this is a
medium risk rescue, or if a low risk rescue turns
into a medium (or high) risk rescue, communicate this immediately to the bridge so the ship
knows they can prepare the centifloats.
• The first priority is to get people out of the
water, especially if they are not wearing a
proper life jacket.

the distance to the person in the water

• RHIB in neutral, two crewmembers take
the person in on the beam of the RHIB

• If needed, throw a rope to the person in
the water and pull him or her towards RHIB

• Prevent people from jumping the water
(thinking they will be rescued (first) by the
cultural mediator talking to the people on
board, calming them down, explaining there
will be room for everybody, but for now they
have to stay on board

• Do this by slowly drive up to them according to the practiced MOB and recovery
method

• if people jump the water anyway, make
sure there are floating devices, take the
people out of the water who don’t have a life
jacket or had already been in the water

• take account of wind and swell when approaching MOB (ensure wind is
• pushing MOB towards boat and not the
other way around)

• if people that jumped have a life jacket
(wearing it correctly), ask them to swim
back to their boat

• have a crewmember pointing in the direction of the MOB you are approaching

• if possible through anything floating (eg.
life jackets) to the MOB

• don’t approach and take them on board
(yet) as it might inspire other people to jump
as well, consider throwing a floating rope to
drag him or her to the RHIB

• have other crewmember keeping an eye

• on other people in the water or obstacles
(life jackets, parts of the boat etc)

• If more people keep jumping, than retreat
for a few moments, this will take the incentive to jump away

• drive slow!

• the pointing crew member also indicates
High risk rescue
A visible broken structure or deflated boat, severe panic or a mass MOB situation will qualify
as a high risk rescue. The aim is to stabilize the
situation, bring people to safety as soon as possible, and save lives. If a rescue is qualified as
high risk rescue, the centifloats and donkey raft
with a lot of extra life jackets will always be
launched and taken to the scene. If a situation
deteriorates into a high risk rescue, inform the
bridge immediately so they can prepare and
launch centifloats (and if not used yet, also the
donkey raft), anRHIB 2 can pick them up.
Especially in a (potential) mass MOB situation, many more lifejackets are needed than
there are people. In case of mass MOB life jackets can be thrown at people in the water. Throw
with the wind and in a controlled manner so the
surrounding water stays clear enough to drive
9

with the RHIB and don’t block the propellers.
In case of a broken structure or a deflated
boat it is likely that there are already (some)
people in the water or crushed in the middle.
Such a situation can lead within seconds to a
mass MOB situation. If this is the case, remember here that our presence is likely to draw
people in a certain direction. Therefore don’t
position the RHIB near the broken or deflated
areas and use this in our advantage to pull
people away from a dangerous or weak area by
positioning the RHIB in the opposite direction.
In case of severe panic the absolute first
priority is to calm down the situation. As written before, panic can kill; it can cause people
to fall overboard, being crushed, stepped on,
cause capsizing of a boat.
In case of a mass MOB situation:
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• make an assessment of the situation
• How many people are in the water?
• Are they somehow grouped?

• Are they/some of them wearing lifejackets
Between 5 and 30 persons in the water:
• Throw flotation devices and life jackets to
the MOB’s (throw with the wind!)
• Use the centifloats

• Always use the centifoats as one floating
device, leave them attachedto each other
(otherwise they might start spinning)

• Push the centifloats upwind forward in a
crowd of persons in the water by bringing
them parallel to the RHIB and gently pushing them two thirds in the group (the wind
will push it in further) and tell people to hold
on (and not climb on !)
• another way of bringing in the centifloats if
to position them in a 90 degree angle to the
bow of the RHIB and gently push them in
the crowd, in that way ‘sweeping’ up the
people in the water

• Do a first triage and if possible work with a
(clockwise or anticlockwise) spiral system.
Drive the RHIB very slowly in a spiral form
from outside to inside while recovering people.
If more than 30 people in the water
• Ask the ship to come closer and ask HoM
and captain to deploy everything that can
float

• As soon as the situation allows, start
handing out life jackets as per the low or
medium riskrescue scenario.

Rescue scenario for big wooden boat
Big wooden boats have specifics as are mentioned above, that require extra attention andslightly different procedures.
Always bring the centifloats (RHIB 1) and
the donkey raft with as many as possible life
jackets (RHIB 2) to the scene during the 1st approach
Big wooden boats usually have an inboard
engine, which also drives the bilge pump. It is
very important to keep the engine running:
as it will keep the bilge pump running as otherwise people that are in the lower deck might
drown due to the constant inflow of water.
a big wooden boat needs to keep making
some speed in order not to get into heavy rolling position when drifting
Be very aware of the risk of capsizing of a
big wooden boat, and keep in mind the influence of the RHIB positioning, regarding movement of people and capsizing.
Therefore always position the RHIB at the
stern.
In a rescue of a big wooden boat, the cultural mediator has a very big role in crowd control and keeping the atmosphere calm.
If all people on the upper deck have life jackets,
start taking people off the woodenboat on to
the RHIB in order to create space for the people on the lower deck to come up
Ensure that everyone that has come to the
upper deck is provided with a life jacket
Be aware that the rescue of a big wooden boat
will take many hours as it usually carries hundreds of people.
During the first few shuttles of people,
RHIB 1 with the cultural mediator, will stay at
the big wooden boat in order to do crowd management.If the situation is reasonably calm,
RHIB 1 and RHIB 2 can start shuttling one after
the other by making sure that there is always
one RHIB on scene ready to intervene

Our own role - As panic is among the main causes for people to
die, it is of utmost importance to keep a situation calm, not create any panic and stabilize as soon as any panic or unrest seems
to start. The fact that Sea Watch and a rescue RHIB arrives at
the scene can be a reason for panic, either because some people might not know if this is a rescue organisation or the Libyan
Coast Guard1.
But also if it is clear who we are and that we are there to rescue people in distress, panic might arise. The fact that there
might be a possibility to get out of an as hopeless experienced
situation might trigger people’s instinct to survive and therefore
to fight for their own (or their family or friends) survival and create a lot of unrest and potential panic.
↘ Our arrival, and the prospect of maybe surviving, is likely to
cause unrest and potentially panic. Be aware of this!
Another important dynamic to be aware of is that our presence is likely attracting people and their attention, but also
might lead to movement within the boat in our direction. If more
people will go to one side of the boat because of our rescue
RHIB being present there, there will be an increased risk of capsizing (in case of a wooden boat), the structure to break or a
damaged area to get worse due to the increased weight (in case
of a rubber boat).
1
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Rescue

In many situations we have witnessed a lot of panic at the arrival of the Libyan Coast Guard.
11
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COUNTING
Counting is really important,
especially when transferring guests to Italy. For
this, a redundant counting system should be
created. One at the pilot door by using the
thumb counter and one at the aft deck by the
medic and its companion using the graphics.

GUEST COORDINATOR
The guest coordinator is responsible for the guests well being
and guests logistics. He or she know the guest
related stocks and procedures, and is able to
coordinate and help the crew with advice. He
or she is responsible that the shift for the deck
watches, food distribution, crowd control and
the preparation for arrival are working out. The
guest coordinator is in close contact to the
HoM, the medical team and the cultural mediator. He or she is also responsible to report the
number of guests to the HoM and briefs the
whole crew on guest coordination and crowd
control.

FIRST AID
Emergency Showers should be
set up to wash thoroughly anyone who has
burns, caustics or sat in faces or fuel. Due to
you water limitations decide, if you can offer
the shower for hygiene reasons afterwards.
↘ Medical SOPs
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DECK WATCHES
Two crew members
doing deck watches are needed 24/7 to measure and feel the mood of the guests and step in
when they see something. Things to do and
check when doing a deckwatch.
• Do rounds on the whole ship, even when it
is fully crowded

2
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2.1 RESCUE THEORY

It is very important to understand what happens
in a rescue situation, why people die, what risks
and dangers exist and our own role with regard
to that.
Overcrowding, not seaworthy boats and
poor vessel constructions are among the main
reasons why people die at the Meditereanen
Sea. But also rough weather conditions, crowd
behavior and panic, eg. if the Libyan coast guard
(is thought to) arrives are among other key reasons that cause a big risk of dying. These, combined with the specific risks for the type of
boats, often leads to the risk of drowning, being crushed and sometimes a combination of
these:
People drown when they fall overboard or
are crushed between the boat in case of the
bottom of the boat breaks. The majority of people drown due to a mass man overboard situation, eg. if the tubes of a rubber boat are deflated or exploded, when a wooden boat capsizes,

RESCUE

2.4 RESCUE SCENARIOS

•W
When the life jackets of RHIB 1 are finished, RHIB 1 will withdraw and change position with RHIB 2. RHIB 2 will continue
handing out life jackets while RHIB 1 will

LOW RISK RESCUE
In a low risk rescue
there are no people in the water, no serious
medical cases on board, the situation on board
is calm and the structure of the boat is not (visible) damaged. The main aim is to keep the situation calm and to stabilize the situation by
immediately handing out life jackets to reduce
the risk of drowning. Even a low risk rescue can
turn in a matter of seconds in a high risk rescue, therefore it is very important that everyone
wears life jackets as soon as possible.
• The cultural mediator will demonstrate
how to put on a life jacket and will explain
there will be enough for everybody so there
is no reason to fight for a life jacket

• be on stand-by in case of a (mass) man
overboard (MOB) situation.

• If at any time unrest, fighting, screaming or
panic starts, withdraw the RHIB and try with
hand signals (ssssst signal by finger before
lips, or asking to sit down/calm down by
waving hand down) to calm the situation
down.
• Continue once the situation allows until
everyone is wearing a lifejacket.

By handing out life jackets, the volume on
board increases in a situation of already massive overcrowding. If there is too little space on
board the risk of death by crushing increases,
and it can therefore be needed to unload a
number of people before it is possible to give
everyone a life jacket. Don’t take anyone off
board that is not wearing a life jacket yet! Begin
with (small) children and their parent/caretaker.
This is usually widely understood and respected and (usually) won’t lead to fighting over who
can go first.
If a donkey raft has been used to transport
(extra) life jackets, it can be left afloat in the
area. Make sure not to have it too close to the
boat in distress (keep in mind wind and stream
for positioning it) as it might encourage people
to jump and try to swim towards it.

• If the situation is calm enough handing
out life jackets, including babies and kids
life jackets, can start.
• Ensure that the outboard engine of the
boat in distress has been turned off (note
that there is a different procedure for big
wooden boats with an inboard engine!)
• The RHIB driver will softly ‘nose in’ at the
transom without putting too much pressure
on it, and distribution of lifejackets can start.

• A RHIB crewmember will collect them per
5 around the arm, so the cultural mediator
(or another crewmember) can hand them
over one by one to the people on board and
ask them to pass them on to the people further away.

• In a normal and calm situation, never
throw the life jackets. Handing them over
one by one is part of the crowd control techniques used.

The donkey raft, packed with a lot of additional
life jackets, will be launched and taken to the
boat in distress by RHIB 2. Keep the centifloats
on stand-by not too far from the boat in distress. Make sure not to have the centifloats
andthe donkey raft too close to the boat in distress (keep in mind wind and stream for positioning it) as it might encourage (more) people
to jump and try to swim towards it.
If it wasn’t clear from the start that this is a
medium risk rescue, or if a low risk rescue
turns into a medium (or high) risk rescue, com-

MEDIUM RISK RESCUE
In a medium risk
rescue there might be some people in the water, or an on board the mood is very anxious or
close to panic (remember, panic can kill). Such
a situation can easily turn into a high risk rescue with several people in the water and a high
risk of casualties. The aim is to stabilize the situation, take the people out of the water and
create a calm atmosphere on board.
If it is clear from the start that this is a medium risk rescue, the centifloats will be launched
and taken to the boat in distress by RHIB 1.

municate this immediately to the bridge so the
ship knows they can prepare the centifloats.
• The first priority is to get people out of the
water, especially if they are not wearing a
proper life jacket.

the person in on the beam of the RHIB

• If needed, throw a rope to the person in
the water and pull him or her towards RHIB

• Prevent people from jumping the water
(thinking they will be rescued (first) by the
cultural mediator talking to the people on
board, calming them down, explaining there
will be room for everybody, but for now they
have to stay on board

• Do this by slowly drive up to them according to the practiced MOB and recovery
method
• take account of wind and swell when approaching MOB (ensure wind is

• if people jump the water anyway, make
sure there are floating devices, take the
people out of the water who don’t have a life
jacket or had already been in the water

• pushing MOB towards boat and not the
other way around)

• have a crewmember pointing in the direction of the MOB you are approaching

• if people that jumped have a life jacket
(wearing it correctly), ask them to swim
back to their boat

• if possible through anything floating (eg.
life jackets) to the MOB

• don’t approach and take them on board
(yet) as it might inspire other people to jump
as well, consider throwing a floating rope to
drag him or her to the RHIB

• have other crewmember keeping an eye

• on other people in the water or obstacles
(life jackets, parts of the boat etc)
• drive slow!

• If more people keep jumping, than retreat
for a few moments, this will take the incentive to jump away

• the pointing crew member also indicates
the distance to the person in the water

• RHIB in neutral, two crewmembers take
HIGH RISK RESCUE
A visible broken structure or deflated boat, severe panic or a mass
MOB situation will qualify as a high risk rescue.
The aim is to stabilize the situation, bring people
to safety as soon as possible, and save lives. If a
rescue is qualified as high risk rescue, the centifloats and donkey raft with a lot of extra life jackets will always be launched and taken to the
scene. If a situation deteriorates into a high risk
rescue, inform the bridge immediately so they
can prepare and launch centifloats (and if not
used yet, also the donkey raft), anRHIB 2 can
pick them up.
Especially in a (potential) mass MOB situation, many more lifejackets are needed than
there are people. In case of mass MOB life jackets can be thrown at people in the water. Throw
with the wind and in a controlled manner so the

surrounding water stays clear enough to drive
with the RHIB and don’t block the propellers.
In case of a broken structure or a deflated
boat it is likely that there are already (some)
people in the water or crushed in the middle.
Such a situation can lead within seconds to a
mass MOB situation. If this is the case, remember here that our presence is likely to draw
people in a certain direction. Therefore don’t
position the RHIB near the broken or deflated
areas and use this in our advantage to pull
people away from a dangerous or weak area by
positioning the RHIB in the opposite direction.
In case of severe panic the absolute first
priority is to calm down the situation. As written before, panic can kill; it can cause people
to fall overboard, being crushed, stepped on,
cause capsizing of a boat.

or when there is panic on board and people are
pushed overboard or under water. The majority
of the people crossing the Meditereanean can’t
swim (well) and are not wearing (proper) lifejackets, and therefore get into trouble as soon
as they are in the water. Drowning can be a
matter of seconds.
People can also die by being crushed in the
crowd, eg. after panic or in case of someone
falling overboard. The overcrowded situation on
board can lead to people not being able to
control their own movement, but being pushed
by the crowd. A crowd can become like a fluid
where individuals have no power to decide
about their own movements and actions. This
sometimes leads to people being crushed while
they suffocate as there is literally no space to
breath anymore, or by the crowd movement
people are stepped on and die being crushed by
others who are moved by the crowd movement.

↘ Panic can kill

BR E NG
2.2 BRIEFING
AND DEBRIEFING)
DEBR E NG
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Consequently, never jump into the water to rescue someone, even if you are a trained rescue
swimmer! You are not wearing the rescue swimmers equipment, you might be pulled down by
people and might inspire other crew members
to follow your example.

Once there is a decision by the HoM and captain
to launch the RHIBs in order to search for or to
assist a boat in distress, or a training, a short
briefing will be done by the HoM to crew so
everyone is aware of the situation and can prepare accordingly. Furthermore, the HoM will do
a short briefing with the RHIB team to discuss
the specific approach. The HoM will share all relevant information and the RHIB teams will discuss the plan and the risks. There will always be
room to ask questions. Remember that even in
the situation of immediate urgency of a boat in
distress or people in the water, we will not compromise our own safety, the safety of crew or
ship, therefore a sweet reminder;
• On board and during rescues, your own
safety is the highest priority!

After each launch and recovery there will be a
short debrief with the crew. This allows everyone to ask questions and to get a better understanding of what has happened. This is the
place to assess if everything went according to
plan and SOPs, and if not then this is the place
to analyse why not and use this as learning.
↘ Note that at the end of the entire mission there
will also be a (psychological) debrief

• Then the safety of the crew

• Then the safety of ship/RHIB

• And then the safety of people in distress

2.3 TYPE
YPE O
OF BOA
BOATS
S

WOODEN BOATS
Wooden boats are to
be distinguished between small, medium and
large wooden boats. Small wooden boats are
approximately less than 10 meters and can
carry up to 50 people and usually have an outboard engine.
Medium wooden boats are approximately between 10 and 15 meters long and carry between 50 and 200 people and usually have an
outboard engine.

W have come across different types of boats
We
the recent years, but they are to be divided into
two main types differing in shape and size:
wooden boats, rubber boats with both its own
characteristics and specific dangers. W
We have
also sometimes came across fibreglass boats.
RUBBER BOATS
The vast majority of
boats we have come across were rubber boats.
These boats are rubber dinghy’s consisting of
inflated rubber tubes consisting of a handful of
air chambers glued to a wooden bottom and a
wooden transom where an outboard engine is
placed. Most rubber boats we have come
across are (light) grey, blue or yellow, but other
colors are also possible. The length is approximately 10 meters, but can be shorter or longer
and up to 150 or more persons can be squeezed
into a rubber boat. Lately we have also came
across ‘smaller’ rubber boats with smaller number of people on board.

FIBERGLASS BOATS
Fiberglass boats
are usually rather small, less than 10 meters
and carry up to 50 people, but often (way) less,
and are propelled by an outboard engine.
Fiberglass boats have another specific risk
than rubber or wooden boats. The material is
degrading by time. Exposure to sun (UV), salt
water and fatigue due to movement are weakening the material by aging. Furthemore, a similar risk of capsizing exists as with (small)
wooden boats.
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FOOD AND WATER
Those people you
rescued might be seriously dehydrated. Therefore enough drinking water should be provided.
It is recommendable to give everyone a 0,5l
bottle of water when they come on board to
keep and refill it at the water tab. In total a water use should be calculated for 3-5l a day a
person.
Food is really important to keep up the
mood and to warm the guests up after the rescue or during transfer. Because the number of
people might be that huge, you should prepare
some emergency food in advance so it is
enough to transfer them to a coastal area from

where you can ask for more supplies if the
guests have to stay for longer on your ship due
to immigration limitations.
For preparation following numbers might
be helpful:
An adult needs around 2000-2500 kcal per day
Absolute minimum to survive would be 1000
kcal per day per person but that really would
be an emergency
If you have babies on board ask the mother
to breastfeed it. If there’s no breastfeeding you
can give baby food if you have some on board.2

Pro

Con

Rice or Couscous Cheap, everywhere to buy
Adventure Food

• Encourage people to use blankets to stay
warm or to shield from the sun if you have
some
• Mostly you will know if anyone needs to
see a medic or not
• when in doubt check with medic on call

• Never let people go unaccompanied to the
hospital

• See medvac

• Worry about the quiet ones hiding away
under a blanket, check in on them, and in
doubt, get a medic

• see The International Medical Guide for
Ships ↘ Chapter 28
• Most of the people are/feel sick

• Often people will keep an eye on each other, you can actively ask people to do so

• Listen to their concerns, reassure them

• Encourage people to drink water: water is
medicine!
LONG TERM TRANSFER
The political situation changes massively, concerning dealing
with the authorities, to arrange a safe transfer
and disembarkation for the guests to RCC or
port of safety. As your ship is only prepared for
a rescue by accident you should have a good
negotiation position to get at least support with
food and water supplies and medical evacuations. Still there is a big chance to have guests
on board longer than expected. In this Case a
really good crowd management is crucial to
keep the mood on your ship.
Therefore you should:
• establish daily routines everybody can
stick to

• Explain to people what sea sickness is
and how it works and how to combat it
PROPOSAL FOR A DAILY SCHEDULE:

• keep the guests always good informed
about the current situation

08:30

Breakfast

09:00 -10:00

Morning Sports

10:00

Morning Meeting

11:00 -12:00

Ship tours,
Small workshops

12:00

Lunch

16:30

Siesta

16:30 -18:00

Language Classes

18:00

Dinner

KEEPING GUESTS INFORMED
It is necessary to always keep the guest well informed.
Sharing your information and explanation will
help keeping people calm. Consider to establish a morning meeting to provide guests with
necessary information. If you have important
news to share, always share it with all guests at
the same time in a designated meeting. Don’t
share informations with single guests before, it
creates knowledge hierarchies and can lead to
misunderstandings. Make sure everyone is on
the same page with news. Never promise anything you are not sure of, if you will be able to
deliver.

• keep the mood on the same level; prevent
over excitement and frustration

DIFFERENT TYPES OF FOOD:
What

MEDICAL CARE
• During the entire rescue the capacity to offer medical assistance for everyone will be
limited and constrained by the medical experience and the resources available on
board. W
When the medical need requires
more treatment then the your ship is able to
offer, your master should not hesitate to call
the RCC for specialized assistance.

Doesn’t last long, need pods, bowls,
spoons, work force, takes long to prepare

Easy to prepare, light, big variatie, really Expensive, takes much space, a
long lasting
lot of waste

Emergency Food No preparation needed, light, small, Probably expensive, no variatie
lasts decades,

• try to get more familiar with the people you
accommodate
• providing amusement, ship tours, language classes, sports etc.

• workshop from anyone, who would like
share special skills
• possibilities to wash clothes

• Try to know the nationalities and ‘leaders’

• Inform yourself on specific groups or persons (remember to check on people in clinic
if any)
• Avoid escalation of tension, intervene in
(potential) conflicts

• No sleeping in the RIBs or other designated areas

• No smoking allowed (no exceptions! Make
sure there is a place where crew can smoke
without being seen by guests)
• check and clean the toilets/ buckets

4.2 GUES
GUEST CARE

Embarkation

3

3.1 STANDARD EMBARKATION

The guest coordinator with the embarkation
team will prepare the ship and the decks according to a checklist. The guest coordinator
ensures there will be enough rescue blankets,
normal blankets (in case of winter), water bottles and bracelets ready to use. (S)He makes
sure that it is clear to everyone what is his or
her task for embarkation.
The embarkation team, coordinated by the
guest coordinator, will help people on board,
register them, do a medical triage, hand out
blanket and water etc. Be prepared for people
that might collapse on the spot and support if
needed with walking (of the stairs). Women and
children are seated in the recovery area while
men will be seated on the aft- or boat deck.

1

PULLING
Help guests onboard the ship at the pilot
door securing themselves with a harness
Crew member: 2

2

COUNTING
Counts by using thumb counter
Crew member: 1

IN CASE OF A MASS MOB SITUATION:
• make an assessment of the situation
• How many people are in the water?
• Are they somehow grouped?

• Are they/some of them wearing lifejackets
BETWEEN 5 - 30 PERSONS IN THE WATER:
• Throw flotation devices and life jackets to
the MOB’s (throw with the wind!)
• Use the centifloats

• Always use the centifoats as one floating
device, leave them attachedto each other
(otherwise they might start spinning)

• Push the centifloats upwind forward in a
crowd of persons in the water by bringing
them parallel to the RHIB and gently pushing them two thirds in the group (the wind
will push it in further) and tell people to hold
on (and not climb on !)
• another way of bringing in the centifloats if
to position them in a 90 degree angle to the
bow of the RHIB and gently push them in
the crowd, in that way ‘sweeping’ up the
people in the water

• Do a first triage and if possible work with a
(clockwise or anticlockwise) spiral system.
Drive the RHIB very slowly in a spiral form
from outside to inside while recovering people.
IF MORE THAN 30 PEOPLE IN THE WATER
• Ask the ship to come closer and ask HoM
and captain to deploy everything that can
float
• As soon as the situation allows, start
handing out life jackets as per the low or
medium riskrescue scenario.

3

FIRST TRIAGE
Rough triage at the rescue door
Crew member: 1

4

BODYCHECK
a quick body check for any offensive
weapons, lighters, and cigarettes, takes
away the luggage and welcomes guests
onboard and identifies people who
need to use the emergency shower (fuel
burns↘see medical SOPs) and takes the
live jackets
Crew member: 1

5

6

RESCUE SCENARIO FOR BIG W
WOODEN
BOAT
Big wooden boats have specifics as
are mentioned above, that require extra attention andslightly different procedures.
Always bring the centifloats (RHIB 1) and
the donkey raft with as many as possible life
jackets (RHIB 2) to the scene during the 1st approach
Big wooden boats usually have an inboard
engine, which also drives the bilge pump. It is
very important to keep the engine running:
as it will keep the bilge pump running as otherwise people that are in the lower deck might
drown due to the constant inflow of water.
a big wooden boat needs to keep making
some speed in order not to get into heavy rolling position when drifting
Be very aware of the risk of capsizing of a
big wooden boat, and keep in mind the influence of the RHIB positioning, regarding movement of people and capsizing.
Therefore always position the RHIB at the
stern.
In a rescue of a big wooden boat, the cultural mediator has a very big role in crowd control and keeping the atmosphere calm.
If all people on the upper deck have life jackets,
start taking people off the woodenboat on to
the RHIB in order to create space for the people on the lower deck to come up
Ensure that everyone that has come to the
upper deck is provided with a life jacket
Be aware that the rescue of a big wooden boat
will take many hours as it usually carries hundreds of people.
During the first few shuttles of people,
RHIB 1 with the cultural mediator, will stay at
the big wooden boat in order to do crowd management.If the situation is reasonably calm,
RHIB 1 and RHIB 2 can start shuttling one after
the other by making sure that there is always
one RHIB on scene ready to intervene

ACCOMMODATION
When accommodating rescued persons after embarkation, the following should be taken into account:
• there should be no items on deck or the
place of accommodation
• hadges and doors to the crew space
should always be closed and locked
• the deck should be waterproof

• If you have a sun and rain protection that
it’s set up

• That the accommodation of the sick and/
or injured should be separated

• That the accommodation of the vulnerable
groups such as single women, unaccompanied children and families are separated
groups and/or areas
• That the any accommodation is well ventilated
• if possible, facilities used by crew should
be separated from those used by guests
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DISEMBARKATION

5

DISEMBARKATION
Disembarkation
D mb
will
w take place
p
in a P
Port of S
Safety (POS).
POS S
Sea-watch
w
considers
d
Italy and
d
Malta as the only p
M
places w
where a POS can b
be granted
d
according
to international law.
HoM
will need
d
w The H
Mw
d to get all relevant information
m
and
dd
documents
m
from
m the m
medical
d
team,
m the
cultural mediator and the guest coordinator.
5.1 PROCEDURE

• Representatives of the Ministry of Health
will come on board, do a quick medical assessment of the rescued persons, will be
handed all relevant medical details from
medical head, HoM and captain and agree
on a disembarkation plan. Only the Ministry
of Health representative can declare the
ship ‘healthy’ and allow lowering the quarantine flag

Approximately 12 hours before arrival at port
for POS the guest coordinator and cultural mediator will give a briefing to the guest about arrival and what to expect
• The yellow quarantine flag needs to be
raised before arrival in port (captain in
charge)
• Arrival in a port will be stressful, disembarkation will create a lot of unrest for the rescued people on board. Constant crowd
control is needed.

• Depending on which port, several authorities, organisations and NGOs will be present for the disembarkation (police, guardia
di finanze, ministry of health, ministry of interior, coast guard, Frontex, IOM, UNHCR,
Red Cross other (local) NGO’s)

• HoM and captain take in account for time
planning for arrival at a POS that under normal circumstances disembarkation usually
takes place in the morning hours.

• Usually the police will question captain
(and HoM) about the rescue. (S)he/they will
present the SitRep and answer questions
about the circumstances etc.

• Disembarkation can take a long time (several hours up to a full day), make sure that
the crew is prepared for this and will be constantly ensure crowd control

5.2 AFTER DISEMBARKATION

A rescue is completed if the rescued people
are disembarked in a Place of Safety. After disembarkation the ship, all the guest and accommodation areas, and all rescue materials needs
thorough cleaning and disinfection. The guest
coordinator oversees this but all crew members need to be involved.

A
After
every m
mission the supervision
p
department
d
p m
organises a
psychological d
p
debriefing
b
for the entire crew.
w It is important
mp
that
every crew
member
place to share expewm
mb joins this as this is the p
p
riences, speak
out about
things, learn how
p
b
w others have experip
enced
d the m
mission and
dp
possible
b rescues, support
pp
each other
and
d get tools to d
deal w
with d
difficult
ffi
situations you have.

↘ Note that not all cleaning can happen in port
or within territorial waters. Ask the HoM and
bosun for the exact procedures. All department
heads will start counting what has been used
and can place re-stocking orders.

W

2
W
W

O own
Our
w role - A
As p
panic is among
m
the m
main causes for p
people
p to
d
m
mp
p a situation calm,
m not credie, it is of utmost
importance
to keep
ate any p
panic and
d stabilize
b
as soon as any p
panic or unrest seems
m
to start. The fact that S
Sea W
Watch and
d a rescue RH
RHIB
B arrives at
m p
the scene can b
be a reason for p
panic, either b
because some
peop
w if this is a rescue organisation or the Libyan
b
ple m
might not know
Coast G
Guard
C
d 1.
But also if it is clear w
who w
we are and
we are there to resB
d that w
cue p
people
p in d
distress, p
panic m
might arise. The fact that there
might b
m
be a p
possibility
b
to get out of an as hopeless
p
experienced
p
d
p
d therefore
situation m
might trigger p
people’s
instinct to survive and
w (or their family
m or friends)
d survival and
d creto fight for their own
dp
ate a lot of unrest and
potential p
panic.
↘ Our
O arrival, and
d the prospect
p p
m b surviving, is likely to
of maybe
cause unrest and
potentially p
panic. B
Be aware
of this!
dp
w
Another
important
dynamic
of is that our presA
mp
d
m to be
b aware
w
p
ence is likely attracting p
people
p and
d their attention, b
but also
might lead
m
d to m
movement
m
within the b
w
boat in our d
direction. If m
more
people
p
p w
will go to one side
d of the b
boat b
because of our rescue
RHIB
RH
Bb
being p
present there, there w
will b
be an increased
d risk of capp
sizing (in case of a w
wooden
d b
boat), the structure to b
break or a
damaged
d
m
d area to get w
worse d
due to the increased
dw
weight (in case
of a rubber
bb b
boat).
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CODE OF CONDUCT
The safety of the ship’s
p own
w
crew
w should
d remain
m
the p
primary
m
concern of the M
Master.
Panic or fights endanger
P
d
the w
whole ship.
p Therefore crowd
wd
control is essential to ensure a calm
m atmosphere
m p
on b
board
d and
d
safety for everyone. O
Often guests are stressed,
d tired,
d afraid,
d traumatised
do not know
what is going to happen
With
m
d and
dd
ww
pp to them.
m W
many p
people
board
will easily start. It is easim
p on b
d small
m arguments
m
w
er to keep
people
pp
p calm
m than to get them
m calm
m again once agitated!
With good
management
you create trust, confidence
d W
d crowd
wd m
m
d
and
d a safe space.
p
Every interaction w
E
with guests is crowd
wd m
management. Y
m
You are eyes and
d ears to m
measure joy, happiness,
pp
tension
and
dynamics.
Difficult
moments
are d
during the w
whole
d to look for d
m
D
ffi
m
m
rescue, the embarkation,
mb
the d
distribution
b
of food
d and
d clothes, d
during longer standoffs and the disembarkation.
6.1 BASIC RULES

• Treat everybody the same - If you cannot
give something to everybody do not give it
to anybody

• always stay calm

• treat everybody the same, equal and fair
way
• communicate simple, clearly and manage
expectations > there will be a lot of saying
‘no’. Be consistent. no means no.

• Be consistent - stick to the rules you set
up yourself and as a crew, if you say no
everybody has to say no

• use the same routines

• always have enough materials and resources to do the job

• Be fair - everybody gets the same, no favouritism, no discrimination

• in critical situations: ask people to sit down,
that will keep people calmer and avoids
pushing

For exceptions - communicate openly why
in a way everyone understands it

• try to assess first if asking people to sit
down is appropriate, especially when there is
a fight or people are on the verge of starting a
fight, sitting down can go against their natural instinct to protect themselves. If you are
asking them in that situation to sit down, it
will most likely not work and your first measure then was not productive which can
make other strategies of intervening in conflict situations much harder. It might be better to just ask them to stand back in these
situations

In many situations we have witnessed a lot of panic at the arrival of the Libyan Coast Guard.

• as guest coordinator: make sure you have
an open ear for your crew if they do not
agree with something that’s under your decision. listen to their concerns and explain
the reason behind rules

• before entering the guest area take a breath
and think about the privileges you have and
that you don’t show them since

• your guests are not in the position to have
a shower themself for instance

6.2 DECKWORK

DON’TS
• never promise anything you can’t guaran…
tee (arrival times, seeing a doctor…)

You should always be calm and friendly. If
you’re not calm it will be much harder or contra
productive to calm the crowd. If you feel you are
stressed, snappy, losing your temper, or become quickly irritated, step back from the
scene. Make sure you communicate this to
your Guest Coordinator.
• preparation: all crew should be briefed and
prepared. Everybody should know what is
going to happen, when and why

• do not give something to someone that
you cannot give to everyone. If you do because of an emergency, speak openly with
others about it.
• do not eat and drink in front of the guests
except water
• do not go in front of guests with your tobacco hanging out of your pocket

• prevention: stay ready and step in when
you see any tension, agitation, pushing or
shouting

• do not give false expectations. Things can
change quickly therefore promises are easily broken and that will lead to distrust which
might lead to tension

• only start when ready, having enough resources and everyone on position

• do not ask probing questions. Some guest
will tell their story by themselves but for
does who don’t it can be incredibly traumatic
to discuss

• communicate face to face, language
should be english so most of the guests can
understand you

during transfer should always be two crew
members 24/7 who are walking around and
‘feeling the temperature’

↘ see interacting with traumatised people

7.1 GENERAL ADVICE

• Most of the people are/feel sick

• Listen to their concerns, reassure them

• Mostly you will know if anyone needs to
see a medic or not

• Worry about the quiet ones hiding away
under a blanket, check in on them, and in
doubt, get a medic

7.2 MED
MEDICAL
CA EMERGENC
EMERGENCIES
ES

This chapter aims to support you in dealing with
medical emergencies. Please be aware that
these situations may be stressful for your crew,
the rescuees and yourself. Generally, the chance
of contracting grave and/or tropical illnesses
from rescued persons is minimal when basic
hygiene is observed. You will have your specific
flag-state medical guidelines and training to fall
back on. You can use assistance via Telemedicine from your flag-state or from your port of
call.
Some principles have to be respected:
• Priorities are to save lives quickly, as well
as to provide first aid and stabilisation
• If possible: you may also treat non-lifethreatening conditions (These include sea-

m cuts and abrasions, small
m
sickness, small
traumata,
skin infections, and other nonm
life-threatening infections, insofar as logistically possible)

• Often people will keep an eye on each other, you can actively ask people to do so
• Explain to people what sea sickness is and
how it works and how to combat it

• Medical evacuation (Medevac) of every severe medical case (including possible health
concerns of pregnant mothers and babies
under 6 months)

6

• you should not be talking more than the
person grievance

• if you can’t help them try to explain
why - even if it’s complicated they will most
likely appreciate the honesty.

• if someone is shouting it is likely that they
feel like not being heard

• for example: “we don’t have sweaters”
might not be true since you might have some
in the cargo-hold. “I’m sorry, we do have
some sweaters but everybody needs sweaters and we have so little that we can’t give
them to everyone which would not be fair”.
It’s longer, but it is honest.

• there is no need for you to raise your voice
too
• wait until they’ve finished - don’t interrupt
• try to listen and understand
• remain calm

• have only one crew member speaking - multiple crew members reiterating the
same point might exacerbate the issues

13
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• Be honest - never promise anything that you
cannot do

• Give them information about the situation
they are in

• Acknowledge how they are feeling, but also
point out their strengths - how they managed
to help themselves
• Respect their privacy and keep their story
confidential

• If there is a language barrier - even just sitting
with them in silence might be supportive

• try to summarise what they’re telling you to
demonstrate you’re listening and have understood
IN CASE OF A PHYSICAL FIGHT
• make sure to instruct crew members on
watch on the situation

• once the fight has somewhat settled, try to
sit down and talk with them and try to mediate

• always make a radio call to the crew

• generally there is not the one way to handle a physical fight

• don’t panic (at least try not to show) and
stay calm

In general, try to be mindful about moods and
personal differences between our guests. For
one, this way you can try to prevent issues getting to an actual physical fight but also it make
it easier to intervene in a fight once it has started.

• only when having enough crew members
step in and try take control

• it is vital to only go in if think that you can
handle the situation as it is harder to to take
control once the first intervention didn’t work
out

• only step in when you feel safe. If you don’t
wait for more crew members to arrive
• most fights are just between two guests or
a small group but then it gets bigger due to
other guests stepping in trying to calm down
the situation. Therefore try to identify who is
the center of the fight

6.4 DEAD PERSONS

You should proceed to documentation for the
identification of the body.
If you find dead bodies in the water:
• If your crew is willing to and you have the capacity you can consider taking them on board
• In this case: put them into a body bag and
keep them cool (freezer, bow, shaded place on
board)

• Try to handle the corpse with maximum dignity, relatives of the deceased might be among
the rescued people

• If you have no cooled place to store the
corpse, you will have to deal with strong
smells. Make sure the body is well covered and
stored at a place where no crew member or
rescue has to be confronted with it
• Try to find papers etc. for identification

If you cannot take the dead bodies on board:
•
Try to take pictures of the face and try to
m for identificafind papers or other items
tion
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7.3 MOS
MOST COMMON MED
MEDICA
CAL CASES

7.6 FUEL BURNS
HYPOTHERMIA
• Ensure a warm environment

The ABCDE scheme can be used for identifying life-threatening conditions:

Airway maintenance
m
and restriction of cerm patients)
vical spine (trauma
Breathing and ventilation
m
Circulation with haemorrhage
control

• Make sure the patient is dry - remove wet
clothes
• Use warm blankets

• Provide warmed-up fluids (oral and i.v.)

• Bleeding: you should identify the source of
the bleeding (external or internal)
• Rapid external loss is controlled by manual pressure on the wound

• Major areas of internal bleeding: chest, abdomen, pelvis, long bones pain
• Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)

Disability (Neurologic Evaluation)
Exposure/Environmental
control
m

7.4 PREGNAN
PREGNANT WOMEN
AND B
R HS
BIRTHS

7.5 CHILDREN AND NEWBORNS

In case of severe bleeding, establish vascular
access with a peripheral venous catheter and
give a bolus of one litre of an isotonic solution
if available and consider immediate transhipment!
In case of signs of a starting birth, consider
immediate transhipment!
If the mother is giving birth:
• Stay calm

• Be aware that children cannot maintain
their body temperature as well as adults.
Therefore, they might suffer hypothermia
earlier than others on board.
• Children also run a higher risk of dehydration: make sure they get enough water or
milk. If available, you can add oral rehydration salts (ORS) to the water.

• Don’t give any medication to a child unless
you are sure it is the correct dose for the
weight of the child.

• Ask if any other people can help

• The best position for delivery is on hands
and knees

In case you have a newborn child on board,
keep it warm. Consider immediate transhipment
for the whole family!

After the birth of the child, keep it warm
m
and give it to the m
mother for bonding. After
5m
minutes, you should cut the umbilical
m
m or a cord
cord (make
sure to put a clamp
on both sides before cutting), wait for the
placenta to get expelled and check if it is
complete.
m
Keep m
mother and child dry and warm
m and
consider immediate
transhipment!
mm
m

MEDICALS
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Carefully remove the patient’s clothing – DO
NOT peel off adherent clothing. Cover the patient with warm, clean, dry linens to prevent hypothermia.
AIRWAY CONTROL
The airway can become obstructed not only through direct injury (e.g. inhalation) but also through the massive oedema resulting from the burn injury.
Always assume CO-exposure in patients
who got burned in closed areas
Symptoms might be:
•
Headache
•
Nausea
•
Confusion
•
Coma
As a consequence, any patient who has
been exposed to CO should receive highflow (100%) oxygen via a non-rebreathing
mask!

7.7 CHEM
CHEMICAL
CA BURNS

Chemical burns are caused by exposure to acids, alkalies, or petroleum. In the case of boats
in distress, the mixture of fuel and saltwater often causes severe chemical burns
•W
We recommend rapid removal of the chemicals and immediate attention to the wound

• Immediately flush away the chemicals with
large amounts of warm water for at least
• 20-30 min, using a shower or a hose. In the
case of fuel burns, liquid soap may be helpful

7.8 INFECTIONS
N EC ONS AND HY
HYGIENE
G
ENE

Everybody should wash their hands with soap
before and after the meal and before and after
using the toilet.

If there are signs of an infectious disease
m which several persons
like diarrhoea, from
are suffering, on board:
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7.9 NEAR-DROWNING

Drowning is a death caused by suffocating under water. In general, you should treat people
that almost drowned like other trauma patients - follow the ABCD scheme - if a person is
unconscious - start resuscitation
• It is important to take off wet clothes and
cover the person with warm blankets
• Provide oxygen if available

• If possible, try to separa

• Neutralising agents offer no advantage to
water damage: the reaction with the neutralising agent may cause more heat and therefore further tissue damage
• Always obtain the manufacturer’s Material
Safety Data Sheet to contact a poison centre
for the purpose of identifying potential toxicities

WOUND CARE

Burns are painful to airflow
•
Rinse it with wound irrigation solutio
n: e.g. Prontosan, Serasept or equivalents
•
Gently cover the burn with clean
sheets but do not break blisters or
apply any antiseptic agents
Beware: application of cold water might
cause hypothermia, do not apply cold
water or cold compresses to burns greater
than 10% (10x palm of the person).
A fresh burn is a clean area that must be
protected from contamination!
•
If necessary, clean a dirty burn with sterile saline or wound irrigation solution
•
Make sure that all caregivers around
the patient wear sterile gloves

7.9 M
Medical
d
Evacuation - Transhipment
E
pm
You should
Y
d consider
d a m
medical
d
evacuation (Medevac)
M d
if the
medical
m
d
condition
d
of the p
patient is critical or cannot b
be treated
d
on b
board
patient needs
more m
medical
treatd of your ship,
p or the p
d m
d
ment or d
m
diagnostics b
before you reach a harbour
b
if the p
patient
poses a threat to crew
p
w and
d guests on your ship,
p i.e. d
due to infectious d
diseases U
Under
d these circumstances,
m
please give the relp
evant patient’s
information
to the authorities in written
form
p
m
w
m and,
d
if needed,
to the relevant authorities and
the
d d also speak
p
d explain
p
medical
m
d
case to them.
m If the p
patient is accompanied
mp
db
by relatives,
you should
d inform the authorities to prevent family separation. 3
Prepare
P
p
transfer documentation for the patient. Make sure
the guests on b
board
d are informed
m d and
d reassured
d about
b
the m
medd
ical evacuation. Frustration and unrest could rise among the rescued
dp
people
p aboard
b d if they realise that m
medical
d
emergencies
m
get
ashore sooner than others.
3

12

• Try to approach people who are sitting alone,
not talking to the others - try to address their
basic needs for the moment

Consider that the people you have aboard have
lost their homes and families, have probably experienced violence, war, and death. Such events
affect people differently - some might have more
severe reactions. You should consider this while
interacting with them.
• Don’t pressure them to tell you their stories.
However, if they do - listen and be supportive.
Make them feel safe, be patient and calm
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MEDICALS

7

• Never let people go unaccompanied to the
hospital

5

• if you have important news to share, always
share them with all guests at the same time.
Don’t tell single guests since that will create
knowledge hierarchies and might lead to
misunderstandings

DE ESCALATION
• Keep in mind that these ideas for on de escalation aim for verbal communication rather than for a physical fight.

6.3 INTERACTING
N ERAC NG W
WITH
H
RAUMA SED PEOP
E
TRAUMATISED
PEOPLE
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MEDICALS
O
Once you have carried
d out the rescue,
you also should
d not underestimate
d
m
the stress and
d the
psychological instability
p
b
of the rescuees aboard.
b d E
Espep
cially, you should be careful regarding
d
the w
weather conditions
d
such as the sun, the heat or cold,
d and
dp
provide
d enough w
water to
avoid dehydration. P
Pregnant w
women,
m
children
d
and
d newborns
wb
also
require particular attention. Please refer to our M
Medical
d
Em
Emergencies Fact Sheet and the International M
Medical
d
G
Guide
d for S
Ships
p of
the World Health Organization for further information.

• when in doubt check with medic on call

WELCOMING
if possible the guest coordinator, will
welcome the guest giving out water
bottles and tell them where to sit down
and if needed handing out the emergency blankets
Crew member: 1

• give information not advice. If you are unsure about a certain information someone
might be requesting of you forward them to
another crew member who knows more.
False advice and incorrect information can
land people in difficulties and jeopardize
them.

• ask adhoc people for assistance to prevent creating ‘leaders’ and therefore a difficult power balance (cleaning, gathering
bowls and spoons, dishing up)

24

• Encourage people to use blankets to stay
warm or to shield from the sun

4

DOS
• stick to the code of conduct

• Be predictable - if you promise something
you have to do it (times, workshops, food
ect.)

• Encourage people to drink water: water is
medicine!

SECOND TRIAGE / REGISTRATION
one medic and one other person will
stand in between the guests on the aft
deck and will count again by using the
graphics and giving out the bracelets
Crew member: 2

CODE OF CONDUCT

CODE OF CONDUCT

Rescue By Accident

EMERGENCY EMBARKA
ON

3
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EMBARKATION

1

• If possible create a recovery area for women, unaccompanied minors. If women and
children ask to be located outside create a
women only space on the deck (line, tape).
It is also possible to take all the guests into
the recovery area in the case of really bad
weather. This decision can just be taken together with the Head of Mission.

Those guests rescued should be treated as humanly as the situation, ship, and crew allows.

Rescue By Accident

10

EMBARKATION
The embarkation
mb
is often the m
most
challenging p
part of a rescue operation.
p
It is a m
moment
m
where a lot of emotions,
w
m
exhaustion, gladness
d
and
d fear
m time.
m Therefore a good
d preparation
p p
d coorarrives at the same
and
d
m p
b d of your
dination
is crucial to create a save atmosphere
on board
ship.
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RESCUE
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Cultural Mediator

Pernatur, ommoditas doloris repe con con
• Encourage people to use blankets to stay comnim idus que nobis simaio eum desto enwarm or to shield from the sun if you have tio. Et incilit iorepuda parumquias alit occae
some
ipsunt ent eos accuptia nusapidem istis ea co• Mostly you will know if anyone needs to rum, ut dic totatem faccum utatibu saescil in
con nonessuntur? Bo. Nequat harum facea sit
see a medic or not
aut labore nonecta dictiorestia si dolupta tem
• when in doubt check with medic on call
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1

8

• Explain to people what sea sickness is
and how it works and how to combat it

• Listen to their concerns, reassure them

22

Rescue

• Often people will keep an eye on each other, you can actively ask people to do so

Rescue By Accident
RESCUE

Rescue By Accident
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• Never let people go unaccompanied to the
hospital

• Worry about the quiet ones hiding away
under a blanket, check in on them, and in
doubt, get a medic

• Talk to everybody, make yourself known

FOOD
Food preparation and distribution
is organized by the guest coordinator.
Preparing food needs time and work force.
Depending on the number of guests and the
type of food you are serving it will take quite
some time. So it’s better to start early. It’s also
possible to involve guests in the preparation.
There are two ways to distribute food:
one option is to distribute from a food station,
so people have to pas by. The advantage here
is that the guests have to move, so it’s easier to
triage them because those who don’t come for
food probably need to see a doctor. On the
downside you have a lot of movement on the
ship.
The other one is, to line the guests up and
have crew members walking around and serving the meals. The downside here that it will
take longer and it is harder to triage.

The first impression
mp
counts: b
be friendly,
d fast and
d fair. O
Only d
do
one at the time
m since this m
makes crowd
wd control easier. It takes
b
mb
d K
p in m
d
about
5m
min for each guest to get fully embarked.
Keep
mind
that everything you d
do, once applied
pp d on all guests, can take
dm
dw
d dm
p w B
ages to p
process and
might b
bind
well-needed
manpower.
Be
prepared
p
p d for p
people
p that m
might collapse
p on the spot
p and
d supp
port if needed with walking.

MEDICS
During the entire rescue the capacity to offer medical assistance for everyone
will be limited and constrained by the medical
experience and the resources available on
board. W
When the medical need requires more
treatment then the your ship is able to offer,
your master should not hesitate to call the RCC
for specialized assistance.
↘ see medvac
• Most of the people are/feel sick
• Encourage people to drink water: water is
medicine!

4.1 JOBS

SECURITY CHECK
If any offensive weapons should be found they should be confiscated
and later be handed over to the authorities with
a record of whom it was taken from. Triage Priorities are to save lives quickly, as well as to provide first aid and stabilization.If possible: you
may also treat non-life-threatening conditions
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TRANSFER
S
Since the number
mb of embarked
mb
d guests
will very likely outnumber
w
mb your capacity,
p
good
d crowd
wd
m
m
d control are crucial. To ensure the
management
and
safety of the ship,
p the crew
w and
d among
m
the guests stick to the
d of conduct.
d
A
p
b
dd
code
Areas of responsibilities
such as Food
distrib
dd
db
dd
bution and
deck w
watches should
be clearly d
defined
during the
transfer. Y
You should
d also clarify in advance
d
where and
w
d how
wm
many
people you can accommodate in advance.

BRACELETS
Once guests are on board
they receive a basic bracelet (any color) that
identifies guests by numbers and marks who
already got food. On top, they will get a blue
bracelet when they have any medical needs or
a yellow one when they are unaccompanied
minors or other vulnerable people. These
colors refer to MSF (Doctors without Borders)
to avoid confusion once onshore.

Rescue By Accident

TRANSFER

Rescue By Accident
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Please refer to this link: https://familylinks.icrc.org/europe/en/Pages/Home.aspx
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03 Overview Document − Gedanken
− Analog? Digital? Beides?
− Format?
− Welchen Personen dient das Dokument? Gestaltung? Art der Zeichnungen?
− Erweiterbarer Ordner?
− Formulierung: Konjunktiv oder Imperativ?
− In wie fern ist es vertretbar, die SOPs von Sea Watch umzuformulieren? Gehen vielleicht wichtige Infos ungewollt verloren?
Welche Alternativen ergeben sich aus dieser Frage?

04 Ausblick
− überarbeitetes Overview Document in Zusammenarbeit mit Seawatch
− vollständige generische Materialliste.
− gebaute Emergency Standard Box.
− Plattform, um diese Produkte open source anzubieten für z.B. Reedereien und Schiffseigner

05 Links
− Video zur ID-Präsentation: https://vimeo.com/438104409
− Beitrag bei Radion Corax: https://www.freie-radios.net/103465

